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Abstract : Plane sources with slab shield are frequently encountered in gamma-ray attenuation

problems. In the realm of the Point Kernel Integration Method, plane sources with slab shield

are often used, as an approximation for more general source-shield geometry in the preliminary

reactor shield design and related radiation safety analysis. Recently, the point source buildup

factor data approximation in the form of an expanded polynomial set was successfully

introduced. The introduced function has the form :

3
B(x,Eo)=l+ exp[/f x]xa ^^AjX1, where x represents shield thickness (in mfp),

i=O

a and P are constants for selected shield material and At are independent parameters of the

function. In this paper, it is demonstrated that the above function fits into the integrand of the

Point Kernel, for the circular disk source with general cosine emission, in such a fashion that

the modified integrand is still as easily integrated as before. The result is expressible in terms of

incomplete gamma-function. Furthermore, this result can be used as the basis for the solution

of various infinite slab source-shield geometry problems that lead to the similar integrable

kernels.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a quest for an adequate functional representation of new point isotropic gamma-ray

buildup factor data (ANSI/ANS 6.4.3 standard data [1]) a function based on an expanded

polynomial set was recently introduced (Michieli 1994. [2]). The approximation function has

3
the form : B(x,Eo)=l+exp[/3x]xa ^A/X1 , where x represents shield thickness (in

/=o
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mfps), a and P are constants for selected shield material and A,- are independent parameters

of the function. This function was validated as a possible choice (besides the well known G-P

function [3] that was adopted by ANSI/ANS- 6.4.3), for Point Kernel calculations.

The function was tested on the new set of point isotropic exposure buildup factors for

iron, water, concrete, beryllium and lead. Independent parameters A,- of the function were

determined following Chebyshev approximation approach (Rice 1964. [4]), that is, by

minimization of the relative error (Remes algorithm). Results of the approximation showed

that, regarding the precision of the approximation and interpolation for arbitrary source

energy, the new function fully complies with the necessary conditions for a "good"

approximating function (Chilton at al. 1984. [5]). The maximum error of approximation was

within 4 % for all five materials over the standard data domain. Interpolation error was

generally within 10 % , even in the vicinity of the K-edge energy in lead.

Besides to the aforementioned necessary approximating criteria it is desirable that the

formula is simple and of type that lands itself well to inclusion in the integrand of point kernels

for standard source-shield geometries, so that the integration over the source could be done as

easily as before.

In this paper it is demonstrated that new function satisfies this last criterion for disk and

infinite plane source geometries with general cosine emission shielded by infinite slab shields.

The results are expressible in terms of incomplete gamma-function. Furthermore, these results

can be used as the basis for the solution of various infinite slab source-shield geometry

problems that lead to the similar integrable kernels.

II. EXTENSION OF POINT KERNEL TECHNIQUES TO INCORPORATE BUILDUP

Within Point Kernel Integration Techniques the solution for total detector response in

point r of given monoenergetic source-shield configuration, could be presented by the

equation (Wood 1982. [6]) :

.r\Eo)<$i{Eo) e-**'*/lx\r -r\2 j s(r)dV,{
where xy are respective shield components thickness (in the line from differential volume

source element dV to the detector), ^{Bo) is appropriate flux to detector response conversion

factor and S(r") is the source strength. The integrand in brackets is by definition the Point

Kernel function.

The use of buildup concept for heterogeneous media is of dubious merit except for

simple two-layered shields where various approximate expressions based on single layers
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buildup are used (Jaeger 1968. [7] ). Even for such configurations further simplifications are

often adopted as follows:

- use of infinite single medium buildup factor (last layer) with the total shield

thickness in mfp's as its argument (valid if Zj < Z-j)

- neglecting the buildup effect in the source

- use of surface source with cosine emission instead of isotropic volume source

- general surface source to infinite plane source transformation

Due to this simplifications it becomes apparent that simple plane source with slab shield

is a commonly used geometry for an approximate solution of more complex configurations.

1. General cosine emitting disk source with slab shield

Standard source-shield geometry is presented in Figure 1. The general cosine emitting

source strength can be presented as :

S - Sg cos7" (p / lit , where S* presents number of photons [cm"2 s"1] emitted in

the right half- space.

Figure 1. - Disk source with slab shield

Differential detector response at point P with the buildup in the form of an expanded

polynomial set is given as :
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dRd=— ^ 2 e m(Eo)B(Mtsec<p), where B(|itseccp) after
V.7CX

substitution seccp = x/a is given by :

y=o

If the detector response of interest is the absorbed energy in the material or the

absorbed dose rate it is common practice to approximate the first with kerma" rate, and the

second with closejy related quantity called "exposure" that is proportional to kerma in air

(Chilton at al. 1984 [5]).

For kerma calculations the appropriate flux to kerma conversion factor is
<>R{EO)=EO Men/P> where Men/P >s l i n e a r m a s s energy absorption coefficient for given

material and source energy [5]. It depends only on material and source energy and

consequently doesn't influence on Point Kernel integration process. Of course, for each

particular choice of detector response, respective buildup factors must be used. For integration

purposes it is sufficient to use 9t(i?o)= 1, for which detector response becomes total flux

density Oj . With substitutions rdr=xdx and p =A/a2 + R* , total flux density is given as :

+ '' dx

y=o '

Above equation can be split in two parts ; O d = Oj + <E>2 where Oj presents

unscattered and O2 scattered component of total flux density :

After integration and using the definition of incomplete Gamma function [8];

oo

T{a,y)= \e u ua du , (y > 0), these components can be presented as :

y

( 1 - ,

kerma - kinetic energy released in matter
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For pure cosine emission m=l. For isotropic emission m=0 with 5^ = 5^/2 where Sd

is total source strength over the An solid angle. Following above remarks, for infinite plane

isotropic source (p -> oo) total flux density becomes :

( 1 )
(\-p)a

In the above equation Ei(jut) is Exponential Integral function [5, 8] defined as

En{y)=yn-l]e-uu-ndu =yn-1T(l-n,y) for n= 1, 2, 3, .... n (y>0)
y

The values of Exponential Integral function En\y) and incomplete Gamma function

F{a,y) can be easily obtained from tabulated values or known rapidly convergent series

expansions [8, 9] .

2. Infinite slab source-shield geometry

This geometry that is presented in figure 2. is often used as an approximation for

similar finite configurations frequently encountered in radiation shielding practice [7, 10].

Figure 2. - Infinite slab source-shield geometry
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2.1 Using buildup with the total attenuating thickness as it's argument

For Z s o u r c e < Zshigjd the differential flux density at point P according to the equation

(1) can be presented as :

2

2

f=0
ds.

where coefficients a, p and A, pertain to the shield material.

Using the relation En(y) = En+l{y) the solution for unscattered component of

total flux density is [5] :

Sv

The scattered part can be evaluated using the relation [8], —— T{a,y )=-e x xa 1

y

and accordingly T{a,y)=—\yV{a,y)-T{a + \,y)\, as follows :
dy

(1 f

8=/i t(l - p) and" e=(ju t + Ms^i1 ~ P) • &&& integration [8] the final result is

i=0 (l -

It is worth mentioning that if the source strength is varying exponentially i.e.

Sv =SO e^ the solution is easily obtained using integration by parts [8].

2.2 Neglecting the buildup in the source

If the conditions for previous approximation are not fulfilled, common approach is to

neglect the buildup in the source and to take into account only the buildup in the shield.

For that approximation the differential flux density at point P is given as :
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Sv Inrdrds -{jit+n^ ( x
e a B\ ut—

\ a)

sv

The unscattered component is the same as in the previous example i.e. :

: t)-E2\Ju t + /J.sS) L while scattered part can be presented as

5
a+i

q a+i

S CI lit i
= —— Y.A * — r\a + i,b]ds , where b- at- But + LL.S .

Changing the integration limits for the new variable b and applying integration by parts

with dv = b~^a+l'db and u - T\a + i\b], the final result is :

where S=/it{l-P) and £=

III. CONCLUSION

Plane and slab sources are frequently encountered in gamma-ray attenuation problems.

Furthermore, they are often used as an approximation to more complex source-shield

geometries. Using buildup data in the form of an expanded polynomial set proves suitable for

inclusion in the integrand of Point Kernel for circular disk, infinite plane and infinite slab source

- shield geometries. Final mathematical form of the modified integrands allows solutions that

are expressible in terms^f incomplete Gamma function.

Solution originates from the fact that incomplete Gamma function is by definition a

generalization of the Exponential integral functions. Such result is especially suitable for

everyday engineering applications of Point Kernel integration techniques where Point Kernel

computer codes are not always available. The application of this result is not limited to

presented examples. Various other source-shield geometry problems (such as truncated cone

or spherical volume source with slab shield) can be solved in similar approximate manner.
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